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ABSTRACT: This paper is concerned with development of an instant messaging application based on cryptographic algorithm that allows 

user to communicate through messages, audio, videos. It has features of voice calls video calls, sending images, videos, files. The primary 

focus of this application is security. The Application is end-to-end encrypted, which protects the user from vulnerabilities and risk of 

attack on their data. User can also scroll through latest news using this application. For this, Google API will be used to visit different 

news webpages. The application is also featured with face filters which can be fun to use. Augmented Reality (AR) is used in the 

application for recognizing the human face and adding the filters according to the user’s choice. This is an android based application with 

the backend provided by Google firebase.  
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INTRODUCTION 
Android has given developers one of the best platforms to create the instant messaging application. But the concern comes when it is about 
the user data security. Secure messaging is a server based approach to protect data from an unauthorized access. Secure messages provide 
a quality of non-repudiation where the recipients are personally identified. Various kinds of vulnerabilities are made to break the encryption 
which is increasing day by day. These kinds of attacks are a major consequence of older algorithms. But these algorithms can be replaced 
by other algorithms which provide better security and protection to the users. Here, our goal is not only to provide user an instant messaging 
application but also to prevent their data and sensitive information. This can be done using End-To-End encryption. The application allows 
user to send images, audios, videos, files. It also allows user to create a group and communicate easily. With this application people will 
be able to communicate safely. This application can be used by any institution like banks, schools, colleges etc to share their sensitive 
information. It secures the conversation of the user which is most likely to get into malicious acts of stealing the information and using 
them for various other purposes. Additionally, user can also scroll through recommendation of news from various sectors without 
continuously searching them in different websites. 

The application is based on real time. A real-time system can be defined as flow of data instantly over a network among many clients. This 
can be specified as a bi-directional flow which enables users to make the right decisions at the correct time.  
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LITERATURE REVIEW 

 
Table 1 literature review 

 

Title Overview Positive Aspects Limitations 

Neural Network Biometric 
cryptography system 

-construction of a neural 
network system biometric 
authentication is proposed, 

which allows organizing the 
distributed storage of base of 

biometrics images and using a 
secret cryptography key 

generated on the basis of input 
biometric image as an output 

of neural network. 

-Makes possible to create 
highly realaible biometric 

security system that ensures 
the ability of user to work with 

confidential information. 

-Less opportunity of users to 
work with confidential 

information in open and 
weakly protected information 

spaces. 

Attacking and Defending 
Masked polynomial 

comparisons for Lattice Base 
cryptography. 

-This proposed system 
initiates the hardening of post-

quantum key encapsulation 
mechanism against side-

channels attacks. 

-It can be used to test both the 
masked comparison itself and 

full decapsulation 
implementation 

-First order masking is not 
enough to provide sufficient 

protection against side channel 
attacks. 

High Assurance cryptography 
in separate era 

-It introduces threat model and 
gives high-level walkthrough 
of adversarial semantics and 

speculative constant tree. 

-It leverages the method from 
program verification and 

cryptography engineering to 
deliver effective cryptographic 

software with functional 
correction, provable security 

and timing leaks. 

-All TLS primitives are not 
included to meet big four in a 

speculative setting while 
maintain performance. 

Light weight cryptography 
algorithm for resource 

constrained IOT devices. 

-It gives an inclusive view on 
symmetric key lightweight 
cryptography algorithm. 

-Defines hardware, software 
performance metrics based on 
identified key characteristics. 

-Secure resource constrained 
IOT devices efficiently. 

-Need of lightweight 
algorithms with trade off 

amongst cost and 
performances security. 

 

PROBLEMS AND SOLUTIONS 

 

A. PROBLEM  IDENTIFICATION 

 To collect all the user data like location, email, payment, and user content the existing system acts in insecure way. 

 To gain all the data of user in many apps, metadata are not encrypted. 

 Apps are not open source. 

 To many apps there is no access to secure  storage. 

 To the existing system time stamps, IP address are stored.  

 End-to-end encryption is provided for chats, calls and media. However, now Facebook owned companies can read users data. 

 

B. EXISTING SYSTEM 

 The instant messaging allows users to chat online via internet using real time text transmission.  

 The user usually transmits the information among a group or an individual. Here, each of the sender inputs the text then triggers 
a transmission to the receipter side.  

 This often uses push technology and has other features like chatbot, voice call, video chat and so on. 

 The existing system doesn’t fully have a end-to-end encrypted application as  Some messaging apps requires to go into the app’s 
settings and actually turn on the encryption feature.  

 

C. PROPOSED  SYSTEM 

 This application is an android based instant messaging application for sharing information and communicating among people.  

 There are various other instant messaging application available in the play store like Hike, messenger, whatsapp etc. But these 
application does not have proper security for the user data and to solve this, cryptography is used. It is about analyzing and 
creating protocols to prevent third party from reading private messages, data integrity,  sensitive information and so on.  

 This application has encryption on as the default for user because some of  application needs to go to settings and enable the 
encryption feature. 

 Also the application has self-destruction of message allowing user to schedule time of deletion of messages. It also has a cool 
feature of invisible ink,where the message remains blurry unless the user swipes it 
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OVER ALL ARCHITECTURE 

First HTTP requests a response for login for user. Then the user verification is done and Web socket handshake request is initialized – 

responding to switch protocol. Now, the encrypted message gets exchanged and chats is stored and fetched from local storage. Finally, 

the connection is closed. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

                                                          

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Fig:1:over all architecture 

 

MODULE DESCRIPTION 

1) Registration and logging in 

In this module, user needs to sign in with a phone number and password. This is the most common methods that is appreciated for being 

and secure convenient. 

2) Profile customization 

 In this module user can change their profile picture, write a short bio, add a DOB. 

3) Importing contacts 

 If the user has a phone number of their friends –   import functionality will show them who is using the same messaging app. 

4) Messaging in different ways 

This is the main task and it has to be impressive. Sending text messages, audio and video calls, exchanging files, creating group chats.    

5) Push notifications  

 Every messaging app needs to inform users about new messages. Push notifications is an amazing tool that is used to inform users about 

new functions and features. 

6) Encryption and Decryption 

This part of the module plays a major role where the messages are encrypted for the particular Session and returned it as cipher text. 

Again the Messages are decrypted for existing Session and the message are returned as Plaintext using Double Ratchet algorithm. 
 

FLOW CHART 

a) Encryption: 

 Firstly, there is an input of random prime p and q. P and q is questioned to be prime. If it is prime, then compute the modulus n 

using the given formula. If it is not a prime then stop. If public key (e) and phi is relatively prime then encode plain text. Then, 

compute private key d and print the cipher text. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

          

 

                                                                         

 

 

 

Fig:2: Encryption 
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b) Decryption: 

 

Input the cipher text ‘c’ and then ‘m’ (message text) is calculated using the given formula in the flowchart. Now, the message text 

is decoded and finally plain text is printed. Here, output (n, e) are the public key and (n, d) are the private key. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

       

                                                     

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Fig:3: Decryption 

 

DATA FLOW DIAGRAM 

 Here, JPEG compression is compressed encoding to QDCT, as the color image are encoded in QDCT domain. On the same hand partial 

encryption is proceeded beholding the concurrency of encoding and encryption. The encryption and decryption procedure are shown in 

the Figure. The encrypted data and encryption position are given separately given in the diagram. Further correlative encoding and 

encryption are launched. 

 

                        

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Fig: 4:Data Flow Diagram 

 

 

 

USE CASE DIAGRAM 

Initializing with the user’s selection of contact, the system allows the selection of algorithm. Here, the sender encrypts the data with 

receiver public key which gets converted to cipher text. Then a random number is generated and hashing takes place. After this, a key is 

generated with hash data for encryption and the decryption is done using the generated key. Finally, the data or message is sent to the 

receiver. 
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Fig: 5: Use Case Diagram 

 

CLASS SEQUENCE DIAGRAM 

 Firstly, to start chat with user 2 a session key (SK) is generated through application 1. Then SK is encrypted with u1pbk (user 1 public 

key) and encrypted data is signed with user 1 private key for signing. Then, encrypted SK with sign information is sent to server. The 

same logic for encrypting applies to user 2.                                                                                                                                                                                                                 
 

 

 
 

 

 
 

 

 
 

 
 

 

 
 

 

 
 

 

 
 

 

 
 

 

 

ALGORITHM/METHOD SPECIFICATION 

The proposed system uses Double Ratchet algorithm. Double Ratchet algorithm is a  key management algorithm which provide end-to-

end encryption. After an initial exchange of key, it maintains and renews short-lived session keys. It combines cryptographic called 

“ratchet” that is based on Diffie Hellman Key exchange (DH) key derivation function (KDF), hence, known as double ratchet. A Ratchet 

function is a function that can flow on a particular direction without any motion on opposite direction. In the proposed system, we will 

be using KDF ratchet, since it is not possible to go back and find out the keys of any traffic sent. The KDF function works in the following 

way: 

 

1. As an input a KDF key and some data are taken to the KDF ratchet function. 

2. An output key for data is generated by the KDF ratchet function and another key for next KDF ratchet input. 

3. This creates a KDF chain with three inputs producing three outputs 

 

 

Fig:6: Class Sequence Diagram 
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. 

 

       
                     
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
To ensure the future secrecy, both DH and KDF ratchet function are used for double ratchet mechanism. In such sessions, on both the 

user end there are three chains. The receiving chain of user1 is synchronized with user 2 and vice-versa initializing at exact time. In case 

of any event occurring at different time like non receivable of messages or misuse of keys, then the receiver check on the key that is not 

removed or accessed until all messages are received. The step of this message flow is given below: 

1.  From user2 sending chain encrypting information using output key, user1 sends the message to user2. 

2.  User2 receiving chain decrypts the messages using output key and gets deleted at last. 

3.  Step 1 and 2 are repeated again to continue. 

 

The Diffie-Hellman parameters operate the KDF chain in order to reset the sending and receiving chain by updating users starting position 

and making them synchronous again. Therefore, the ends points are safe from future attacks. Cryptographic properties obtained using the 

Double Ratchet algorithm are Forward secrecy, backward secrecy and break in recovery. 

 

COMPARISON OF DIFFERENT CRYPTOGRAPHIC ALGORITHMS 

Here is the comparison between double ratchet cryptographic algorithms with other cryptographic algorithms on the basis of various 

factors. The double ratchet algorithm implement perfect forward secrecy for communications. Based on a shared secret key the two users 

exchange encrypted messages and create a new set of keys with every traffic sent to other side. In this way the old keys cannot be 

enumerated from the future keys. The protocol tells about that breaching on one set of keys does not allow breaking on the remaining set 

of keys.  

 

 For example, if server public key is sent to the client, then the client sends back a session key for the connection. This gets encrypted with 

the public key of the server, then the server determines the session by decrypting the key. A breach of the server public key can cause all 

the sessions to be compromised which used same public keys. Thus, this algorithm focuses to overcome this problem making sure that all 

the session keys might not be breached. The problem with using the RSA method to pass keys is that long keys breaching can easily breach 

previously used keys. 

Another thing to be concerned is whether the is key is lasting for very short time. With some key exchange methods, if the same framework 

is used at any side then the same key will be generated. This can be a security issue. With short-lived method different key is used for each 

connection. This does not allow leakage of any long-term session keys to breach other keys. Encrypted messages are exchanged between 

two parties based on a shared secret key. They create a new set of keys for every message which makes it secure.                        

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Fig: 7: Algorithm 
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Table 2 comparison of different cryptographic algorithms 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 
  

  

CONCLUSION 

This article describes the various stages of design of an application for secure communication. The design is based on the advanced 

encryption technology named Double ratchet algorithm within the safe practices on behalf of users. This application takes the 

responsibility for management of the secret keys required for encryption and decryption purpose. If the secrecy of one or more key is 

breached, then it proposes the protocol for using keys for user to minimize the risk by exchanging new keys after several flow of 

information. Therefore, it is well understood that the current system hasn’t solved the overall issue of encryption and decryption of 

messages resulting in insecurity. Thus, the proposed system will provide operation in an efficient manner. 

 

For the future, therefore the optimization of Double Ratchet methods can be more competitive considering both time and accuracy. As 

the application is only available for android platform, in the future it could be available in IOS platform as well 
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Features RSA DES Double Ratchet 

Key use Encryption and 

decryption are 

done using 

different keys 

Same key are used 

for encryption and 

decryption 

It uses combination of 

symmetric key ratchet 

with DH ratchet 

results as an update on 

chain keys on output. 

Scalability No scalability Due to varying key 

and block size it is 

a scalable 

algorithm 

High Scalability due 

to ratchet function. 

Power consumption High Low Low 

Throughput Low Very high Very high 

Confidentiality Low High High 
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